
News story: Defence Secretary
announces 1,500th signing of Armed
Forces Covenant

Building materials supplier Travis Perkins were revealed as the 1,500th
signatory during the third annual Partnering with Defence employer conference
at the Queen Elizabeth II Conference Centre in London today.

Speaking at the conference, Sir Michael said:

By signing the Covenant, Travis Perkins joins firms across Britain
committed to ensuring those who serve or have served our country
are better supported.

Reaching this milestone also shows growing recognition of the
unique skills and experience that reservists and former service
personnel offer their organisations.

Amongst their commitments, Travis Perkins has pledged to provide Armed Forces
personnel and veterans with a variety of work experience placements in their
centres, branches, and stores across the country and are supporting members
of the Royal Engineers in gaining NVQ qualifications for their construction
skills.

Travis Perkins currently employs nine reservists and other members of the
Armed Forces community across the country.

Maria Walding, a Compliance Manager at Travis Perkins, who is an Army Cadet
Force adult volunteer, said:

The Travis Perkins Group has fully supported and values my role as
a Reservist. I am proud to say I work for a company that
consistently gives military personnel the chance to use their
existing skills and build a lasting career outside of the military.

Travis Perkins CEO John Carter said:

As a business, Travis Perkins has long recognised the valuable
skills and attributes those with a serving background can
contribute, not only to our own workforce but also to the wider
economy.

We are delighted to not only be here to celebrate the Group’s
commitment and ongoing support of the Armed Forces in our signing
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of the Armed Forces Covenant, but incredibly proud and honoured to
be recognised along with our community of ex forces and serving
colleagues, as the 1500th organisation to do so.

Travis Perkins joins a growing number of businesses that are making tangible
pledges to the Armed Forces community.

Earlier this week Defence Minister Mark Lancaster also announced that the
UK’s main broadband providers including Virgin Media, Sky, Talk Talk, BT, EE
and Plusnet, representing 95 per cent of Britain’s broadband market, had
committed to waiving fees on contracts that personnel had to cancel when
posted abroad or to another part of the UK, often at short notice.

Since 2013, the Covenant has helped to deliver these key improvements for the
Armed Forces community:

A new agreement with mortgage lenders allowing personnel posted abroad
to rent out their homes without facing higher mortgage costs or having
to change their mortgage;
Fairer mobile phone contracts, freezing the accounts of Armed Forces
personnel and their families posted overseas and removing cancellation
fees;
Better deals in motor insurance, allowing personnel to keep their no
claims bonuses and avoid cancellation fees when posted overseas at short
notice;
Employer networks in a wide range of sectors to support Service leavers
through their transition to new careers;
Better access to banking, such as savings accounts to Service families
posted overseas;
Tackling commercial disadvantage previously experienced by the Armed
Forces community in relation to credit rating and access to mortgages on
offer. For example, if their Service overseas forces them into a
situation where they will need to rent out their home, members are now
free from the need to switch to a ‘buy to let’ mortgage;
Better access to mentoring, work placements and employment opportunities
for personnel leaving the Services;
Increased funding and sponsorship of military charities and sports
events such as the Invictus Games;
Flexible paid or unpaid leave for mobilised Reservists;
Employment support for Veterans, Reservists, Service spouses and
partners, as well as support for Cadets;
Discounts and special deals for individuals and their families.

The Armed Forces Covenant is a promise by the nation, enshrined in law,
ensuring that those who serve or have previously served in the Armed Forces,
and their families, are treated fairly and not disadvantaged by their
service.



News story: British military chief
welcomes largest number of female
Afghan officer graduates

Updated: new pictures

Speaking today at a graduation ceremony for new Afghan officers at the Afghan
National Army Officer Academy (ANAOA) in Kabul, Vice Chief of the Defence
Staff, General Sir Gordon Messenger welcomed the increasing female
participation in the Afghan security forces.

This year’s class has the largest number of female graduates to date, with 23
officer cadets graduating today.

Female officer cadets march at the graduation ceremony.

The ceremony took place the day after General Messenger, the MOD’s Gender
Champion, participated in International Women’s Day events in Kabul,
including meeting with British Council and Embassy staff who work closely
with the Afghan Government and Civil Society to create a better future for
women and girls, including increasing awareness of gender issues in
Afghanistan’s security institutions.
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A British officer presents an Afghan cadet with their graduation award.

This work includes supporting efforts to make the Afghan National Defence and
Security Forces (ANDSF) a more attractive career choice for women, including
improving accommodation arrangements for female ANAOA cadets. Training in the
prevention of sexual violence in armed conflict is also provided to cadets as
part of the Academy’s programme.

Britain is also working to strengthen the role of women in the Afghan
security forces through the training of future female leaders at ANAOA. The
23 graduates from the class of 2017 join the 57 female officers who have
previously passed the intensive and sought after training. Today’s ceremony
also saw the Academy’s total number of graduates going over 2000.



General Messenger attends the graduation ceremony at ANAOA.

With Afghans in the lead for providing security throughout the country and
training their next generation of future leaders, Britain is helping to
‘mentor the mentors’ at the ANAOA, where over 30 British personnel provide
advice and assistance to Afghan trainers.

Vice Chief of the Defence Staff, General Sir Gordon Messenger said:

Today’s largest ever female graduate class demonstrates the
progress the Afghan security forces are making in allowing women to
help defend their country.

Britain’s enduring commitment to Afghanistan means we’re helping
them in this task, as well as offering broader support to
Afghanistan’s security institutions.

UK assistance at ANAOA is an important part of NATO’s non-combat Resolute
Support Mission, which trains, advises and assists Afghan security forces,
building their capacity to provide security for the country.

Britain recently increased the number of personnel in Afghanistan, with 500
people now providing advice to Afghan instructors, developing the fledgling
Afghan Air Force, advising Afghan security institutions and providing
security as part of the Kabul Security Force.

As part of the UK’s long term commitment to Afghanistan, Britain has pledged



over £200million to support the ANDSF.

As Her Majesty The Queen today unveiled a Memorial in London recognising the
contributions of the UK Armed Forces and all UK citizens who deployed in the
Gulf region, Iraq and Afghanistan from 1990-2015, General Messenger on his
visit laid a wreath at the Graves of the Fallen in Kabul.

General Messenger lays a wreath at the Graves of the Fallen in Kabul.

News story: Unknown World War 1
soldiers graves rededicated

A funeral service was held for three unknown soldiers who enlisted into The
Lancashire Fusiliers, the New Zealand (NZ) Infantry and of an unknown
regiment on Tuesday 7 March 2017 at Perth Cemetery (China Wall) near Ypres,
Belgium.

The service, organised by the MOD’s Joint Casualty and Compassionate Centre
(JCCC), part of Defence Business Services was conducted by Reverend Chris
Kellock, Chaplain 1st Battalion The Royal Regiment of Fusiliers.

The service was supported by The Royal Regiment of Fusiliers and by staff
from the New Zealand Embassy. In attendance were delegates from both British
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and New Zealand Defence, regimental representatives and local dignitaries.

Three sets of remains were discovered near Zonnebeke in December 2012 and
accompanying military insignia indicated the casualties were World War 1
soldiers of The Lancashire Fusiliers and NZ Infantry; no identifying insignia
accompanied the third soldier. Despite extensive research, the JCCC was
unable to identify the casualties and they will be buried as ‘Soldiers of the
Great War known unto God’.

Beverley Simon, JCCC said:

We owe a huge debt to those who fought in the Great War and we at
JCCC take immense pride in ensuring all those who died in the
service of their country are laid to rest with the appropriate
dignity, ceremony and respect.

Reverend Chris Kellock QCVS RAChD, Chaplain 1st Battalion The Royal Regiment
of Fusiliers said:

It is always an immense privilege to be involved on such occasions
as this. As the current Chaplain to the Royal Regiment of Fusiliers
it is an honour to join with other Fusiliers, past and present,
alongside our friends from New Zealand to ensure a fitting
remembrance to those who paid the ultimate sacrifice.

The memory of these unknown soldiers, in particular the Lancashire
Fusilier, is part of our history but more importantly provides the
motivation for our young Fusiliers as they follow in the proud
traditions of wearing the hackle.

Headstones for the unknown soldiers have been provided by the Commonwealth
War Graves Commission (CWGC), who will now care for their final resting place
in perpetuity.

News story: Iraq and Afghanistan
Memorial unveiled in London

The new Memorial recognises the contributions of the UK Armed Forces and all
UK citizens who deployed in the Gulf region, Iraq and Afghanistan from
1990-2015, and those who supported them back home.

At 1100 am, a Service of Dedication was conducted from a specially
constructed Drumhead on Horse Guards Parade with The Queen, Prime Minister
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Theresa May and the Defence Secretary, Sir Michael Fallon, in attendance.
They were joined by His Royal Highnesses The Duke of Edinburgh, The Duke and
Duchess of Cambridge, Prince Henry of Wales and other Members of the Royal
Family. Readings were given by Prince Henry and a Ministry of Defence Civil
Servant Victoria Whittaker who deployed to Afghanistan in 2014.

Following the Drumhead Service, the Memorial was formerly unveiled at a short
ceremony in Victoria Embankment Gardens, in front of the Ministry of Defence,
where Her Majesty The Queen met a small number of civilian and military
guests who contributed to the Iraq and Afghanistan conflicts, and Memorial
Trustees. Prior to leaving, Her Majesty was presented with a posy by two-
year-old Alfie Lunn whose father Serjeant Mark Lunn, 29, deployed to Iraq in
2007 and was awarded a Military Cross for his actions during a fire-fight in
Basra. Alfie’s mother, Corporal Michele Lunn, deployed to Afghanistan in
2014/15.

Speaking after the event, Alfie’s father Serjeant Mark Lunn said:

I’m incredibly honoured to be here today and especially proud to
see our son Alfie present a posy to The Queen. This memorial is a
wonderful way to recognise the duty and service of so many military
and civilians.

HM The Queen presented with a posy by two-year-old Alfie Lunn. Crown
Copyright.

Designed by sculptor Paul Day, the Iraq and Afghanistan Memorial is



positioned nearby monuments to the Second World War and the Korean War.

The new Memorial features two large stones – one representing Iraq and the
other Afghanistan – linked by a giant, two-sided bronze tondo depicting the
Memorial’s theme of “Duty and Service”. The Memorial gives equal prominence
to military and civilian contributions, including, amongst others, the
delivery of healthcare and humanitarian work. It is specifically intended to
be inclusive of all those who contributed and therefore bears no names.

Between 1990 and 2015, thousands of British citizens put themselves in harm’s
way, protected our nation’s interests, helped those in danger and worked to
improve the lives of those in other countries. 682 Service personnel lost
their lives in the three conflicts. Civilians from a vast breadth of
organisations worked for more than two decades in areas such as aid
distribution, education, healthcare and governance to help the citizens of
both Iraq and Afghanistan.

The Queen was joined by over 2,000 people for the event, and guests were
representatives of the many groups, military and civilian, including current
Service personnel, veterans, Civil Servants and aid workers, whose efforts
are marked by the Memorial, and also families of the fallen.

Prime Minister Theresa May said:

The missions in Iraq and Afghanistan called on hundreds of
thousands of our military and civilian personnel to put their lives
on the line in a heroic effort to help secure greater peace and
stability in some of the most hostile environments that we have
ever known. Today we honour the extraordinary courage and
dedication of every one of those British men and women who stepped
forward to answer that call. We pay tribute to those families who
spent long periods apart and we stand with the friends and families
of all who lost loved ones.

Secretary of State for Defence Sir Michael Fallon said:

It is vital that we recognise our Armed Forces and civilians who
contributed, both abroad and at home, to the campaigns in the Gulf,
Iraq and Afghanistan. Today’s service is an appropriate occasion to
honour their immense efforts and sacrifices. We should also reflect
on the continued service of the men and women of our Armed Forces
deployed around the world today to help make us safer at home.



The Queen, Prime Minister Theresa May and the Defence Secretary, Sir Michael
Fallon, were in attendance. Crown copyright.

The idea of creating a national Memorial commemorating the UK’s military
operations and reconstruction efforts, from the liberation of Kuwait in 1990
through to the end of combat operations in Afghanistan, originated in spring
2014 and was supported by the Government. A board of Trustees, whose Chairman
is former Chief of the Defence Staff, Lord Stirrup, ran the project, which
has Government backing and financial support from LIBOR funding and Sun
readers. The unveiling was organised by the Ministry of Defence, on the
Trustees’ behalf, in partnership with The Royal British Legion, which hosted
a reception after the service.

The combined events that the memorial covers represent the longest post-war
continuous overseas deployment of UK forces (excepting garrison duties), and
the most intensive extended period of operations undertaken since the Second
World War.

Speech: Promoting Our Prosperity

I’m delighted to join you today for the final session.

Over the last two days you’ve been discussing a security landscape that is
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becoming increasingly unpredictable and uncertain.

Recently the independent reviewer of terrorism law (Max Hill QC) said the
danger of attack is as great as at any time since the 1970s.

Yet we don’t just face problems from the asymmetric threat of Islamist
extremism but also from Russian aggression and cyber warfare.

At the same time, we’re preparing to implement the decision of the British
people to leave the European Union; stepping back from the EU while stepping
up our commitment to international security.

IMPLICATIONS FOR UK DEFENCE

What do all these events mean for UK defence policy?

The short answer is that, despite big changes, the important things are
staying the same.

Our three National security objectives listed in 2015’s Strategic Defence and
Security Review – to protect our people, project our influence, and promote
our prosperity – remain right for today.

We’re one of only five NATO nations meeting the 2 per cent target and we’ll
continue investing in defence equipment: using our growing budget and £178bn
10-year equipment plan to spend on world class capability such as Dreadnought
submarines and carriers, frigates and F-35.

Above all, we’re determined to become, what our Prime Minister calls, a
“global Britain”, working with our NATO allies to front up to aggression from
a position of strength, while joining forces with our bi-lateral friends to
bring a tapestry of capability to bear on international problems.

RELEVANCE FOR DEFENCE INDUSTRY

But what does all this mean for the Defence industry?

Rest assured, we’re more aware of your value than ever.

And nowadays we’re not just looking for you to devise new game changing
technologies, making the most of autonomy, cyber and big data, to keep one
step ahead of our competitors.

Nor are we simply expecting you to focus on value for money as the demands on
our budget rise.

We’re also turning to you to enhance the UK’s prosperity.

Our SDSR was the first time we officially recognised promoting prosperity as
a national security task.

Now that strategic exports are a core activity for MOD, we need your help
increasing defence sales and inward investment.



It’s a lot to expect but the good news is we’re here to help.

That doesn’t mean we’re going to retreat into a protectionist shell.

We don’t believe in propping up inefficient industries

Instead, we believe in the power of free markets to push our companies
further.

So we’re going out of our way to create a can-do, pro-growth culture.

In three ways:

1.   INNOVATION  

First, we’re investing in innovation.
This is an area where Britain traditionally has had strength in depth.

We gave the world radar, the jump jet and the world wide web.

Today we’re leading the way in wing design and intelligent systems.

Tomorrow we will have produced dragonfly drones and sub-orbital engines.

But we can’t rely on natural talent and serendipity to see us though.

So six months ago, we launched our innovation initiative.

It’s all about pushing the boundaries, making defence more open to risk and
new ideas.

Consequently, we’re speeding up the time it takes for suppliers to turn
concepts into capabilities.

We’ve set up an Innovation Fund worth around £800m over 10 years to pump
prime investment into advanced new solutions, such as laser directed energy
weapons and unmanned rotary wing technologies.

And we’re running a set of competitions to develop leading edge capabilities
in everything from rapid and automated integration of new sensors to machine
learning algorithms.

Last week we unveiled the next stage in our plan.

Professor Hugh Durrant-Whyte has become our new Chief Scientific Adviser,
with direct accountability for the defence research programme…which is 1.2%
of Defence’s annual budget.

He’ll be working across defence and internationally to stimulate defence
innovation, commission research, and use technology to keep our people safe.

At the same time, we’ve been gearing up our new Defence Innovation Advisory
Panel, with high-profile appointees including astronaut Major Tim Peake;
outgoing director of GCHQ, Robert Hannigan; and the founder and chairman of



McLaren, Ron Dennis.

These inspiring individuals will challenge the Defence status quo…ensuring we
become innovative by instinct.

 2.   INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY

There’s a second way in which we’re creating a pro-growth culture.

We’re tapping into the broader currents of Whitehall’s industrial strategy by
strengthening clusters of defence capability around the country, in Scotland,
the South West, the North West and North Wales.

We’re determined to make this a country that works for everyone.

Sir John Parker’s recent report suggested how we could use such centres of
expertise to improve our shipbuilding capability: embracing digital
engineering and proposing the creation of a Virtual Shipbuilding industry
model.

In other words, rather than a single shipyard building a ship from scratch, a
vessel would be built in blocks by different sites across the UK as we’ve
done with carrier, ensuring high productivity, competitive cost and a
dramatic reduction in build time.

Sir John’s report will inform our shipbuilding strategy due out in the
Spring.

But switch domains from sea to air and you can already see what stronger
clusters will mean for the UK.

Over in North Wales, Government and business joined forces and last year won
the F-35 Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul contract award.

Their bid was so compelling it established Britain as a hub for all European
F-35s: sustaining, in turn, potentially thousands more high value jobs across
the supply chain, generating hundreds of millions – and potentially several
billions of pounds of revenue – supporting hundreds of jobs in Wales and
extending Britain’s reputation for excellence worldwide.

I’d like to thank all those who helped make it possible.

It was a truly team UK effort.

3. PARTNERSHIPS

But this brings me to my final point.

Creating a pro-growth culture, means strengthening partnerships between
Government and industry.

So we’ll be looking to you to collaborate more – sharing the risk and reward
of research and development.



We want you to build exportability in as standard from the outset, placing
even greater emphasis on the use of modularity and open systems.

And we’ll be looking for you to follow Boeing’s example and increase bid
opportunities for UK suppliers – large and small.

Significantly, Boeing recently announced their first European manufacturing
facility will be in Sheffield.

You help us and we’ll help you.

That’s why we’re making sure our refreshed industrial strategy will continue
supporting the growth and competitiveness of UK companies.

It’s why we’re reaching out to imaginative industries outside defence…to
import new ideas and ways of working. This time last week I was in
Farringdon, chairing the Small Business Forum at a digital start-up company.

It’s why we’re working day and night alongside our colleagues in the
Departments for Exiting the EU and Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
to address issues that affect industry after we leave the EU; whether it’s
Defence exemptions from EU regulations on movement of goods or access to
skills and experience.

And it’s why we will continue to tirelessly bang the drum for British
business at home and abroad through export support; our expanded Defence
attaché network; and speeches like this.

CONCLUSION

So despite mounting pressures, exciting new possibilities are opening up.

And by working together to build a winning mentality and develop a pro-growth
culture we will do more than enhance our capability, more than increase our
prosperity, more than inspire a new generation of innovators.

Together we will emulate the effect of that famous F-35 contract in Wales and
send the strongest of signals to the world that our great defence industry
and our great global nation are very much open for business.


